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Building the 
“Behind Closed Gates” Model

Overview: Exploring Situations of Power and Control

The “Behind Closed Gates” simulation/model is loosely based on an experiment conducted at 
Stanford University in 1971. The psychologist who designed that experiment, Phillip Zimbardo, 
wanted to see how typical people would act if they were asked to take on roles of prisoners and 
guards. 

That said, the experiment and model are certainly about a prison environment, but they are also 
relevant to many other similar scenarios. The experiment is frequently referenced when trying to 
understand current and historic situations involving power and control. 

Now you can build most of the underlying model1 and explore questions and situations beyond 
those presented in the simulation.2  
1 The simulation has five key stocks.  The model you’ll build has only four key stocks. This adjustment was made to 
simplify the structure, but the behaviors are basically the same as in the simulation.
2 This exercise presumes access to modeling software and previous use of the accompanying Behind Closed Gates 
(BCG) simulation.  The icons and instructions herein are created using STELLA® Professional 1.0.3, but other system 
dynamics modeling options (see the Acknowledgements section) will work as well. 

http://www.clexchange.org/curriculum/simulations/prison_simulation.asp
http://www.clexchange.org/curriculum/simulations/prison_simulation.asp
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Part 1

Build
Create the structure below and input the equations as indicated. Equations to input for question marks (?) 
are in the gray box.
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Check
Make sure that the stock is allowed to have negative values by unchecking the “non-negative” box.
Set the model’s “Run Specs” 
 Stop Time = 30 
 Time Units = Days
 DT = 1/32
 Integration Method = Runga Kutta 4 
Create a graph for “Prisoner resistance” and run the model. The graph should show no change (flat line). 
If the behavior is different, recheck all of your connections and equations before moving on.   

Experiment
Run some experiments, changing one variable at a time to consider these and other questions you have.
Consider questions about resistance, such as:

• What happens if it takes more or less time to change behavior? Change “Time to increase 
resistance” or “Time to decrease resistance” variables to values between 0.1 - 5.  

• What happens if prisoners are more or less willing to resist? Set “Willingness to resist” to a value 
between 0.01 - 2.0.

• What happens if more or less resistance is warranted? Change “Indicated resistance” to a value 
between 0 - 1 or “Fraction decrease in resistance” to a value between 0 - 1.

• How does the amount of resistance affect the outcome? Change the initial value of “Prisoner 
resistance” to a value between 0.01 and 1.0.

Reflect
• What have you discovered so far?
• What three basic behaviors can you see, given the model above?
• Why do you think the Prisoner resistance graph can’t go up and down in the same run?  

? Increase_in_resistance = ((Indicated_resistance * Willingness_to_resist) - Prisoner_resistance) / 
Time_to_increase_resistance
? Decrease_in_resistance = Prisoner_Resistance * Fraction_decrease_in_resistance / Time_to_
decrease_resistance
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Part 2

Build
Add the fear structure and input the equations as indicated. You will need to change a couple equations, 
based on adding the new parts. Note the following:
• Make sure that the new stock is allowed to have negative values by unchecking the “non-negative” 

box.
• An  equal (=) sign means that the variable is the same as the one pointing to it. 
• A squiggle (~) sign means that you must create a graphical function showing the relationship between 

parts. See the Appendix for all graphical function equations and graphs. 
• The flow for “Change in fear” has an arrow on both sides. This is called a biflow. Select the biflow 

option from the menu and then draw it the same way you would draw an inflow. It’s important that the 
biflow arrow closest to the stock looks the same as the arrow for an inflow. With STELLA® software, 
the arrow pointing out of the biflow is dotted.
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Check
Add “Prisoner fear” to the graph. Run the model to see what happens. If all the initial values are correctly 
entered, you should see graph lines with no change (flat lines). If the behavior is different, recheck all of 
your connections and equations before moving on. 

? Change in fear = ((Indicated_
fear*Tendency_to_fear) - Prisoner_fear) /
Time_to_change_fear

Find information on 
graphical functions 
(~) in the Appendix.
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Experiment
Run some experiments, changing one variable at a time to consider these and other questions you have.
Consider questions about fear, such as:

• What happens if it takes longer to change behavior? Change “Time to change fear” variable to a 
value between 0.1 - 5.  

• What happens if prisoners are more or less fearful? Set “Tendency to fear” to a value between 
0.01 - 2.0.

• What happens if more or less fear is warranted? Change “Indicated fear” to a value between 0 - 1.
• How does the amount of fear affect the outcome? Change the initial value of “Prisoner fear” to a 

value between 0.01 and 1.0.

Reflect
• What have you discovered so far?
• How does fear affect the behaviors? 
• Why do you think fear affects resistance in this way?
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Part 3

Build
Now let’s add in the guard behaviors. Add to the structure you’ve created so far and input the equations 
as indicated. You will need to change a few equations based on adding the new parts. Also note that two 
additional biflows are part of the structure. Note the following:
• Make sure that the two new stocks are allowed to have negative values by unchecking the “non-

negative” box.
• Create the dotted stock by using the ghost tool. A ghost is simply a copy of the actual stock; its 

purpose is to minimize crossed lines in the model. A clear model is more easily shared with others.
• A squiggle (~) sign means that you must create a graphical function showing the relationship between 

parts. See the Appendix for graphical function equations, tables and graphs.
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? Change_in_distrust = ((Prisoner_
resistance * Tendency_to_distrust) - 
Guard_distrust) / Guard_perception_time

? Change_in_repression = ((Indicated_
repression * Willingness_to_repress) 
- Repression_by_guards) / Time_to_
change_repressiveness
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Check
Add “Guard distrust” and “Repression by guards” to the graph. Run the model. The graph should show 
the following behaviors. These graph lines represent the basic behaviors seen in the original Zimbardo 
Prison Experiment. In that case, the experiment was stopped after just six days, when fear and repression 
were considered to be at dangerous levels. If the behaviors are different for your model, recheck all parts, 
connections and equations before moving on. 
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Experiment
As before, run some experiments, changing the value of one variable at a time to consider questions you 
have.

Imagine that your goal is to create different results than those seen in the above graph. How can you use 
the model to find leverage, i.e., a small change that creates a large desired impact? Try changing one or 
more variable values in order to identify the highest leverage point(s).

Reflect
• What have you discovered?
• How would your discoveries relate to other real-life situations? 
• How could you relabel the model to apply to other situations?
• How do the leverage points previously identified relate to one or more of these new situations?
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Appendix – Graphical Functions
Overview
The Appendix contains graphical functions, i.e., graphs that show a cause-effect relationship between two 
parts of the model. They are not the same as graphs that change over time. For example, the first graph 
shows the impact of fear on resistance. So if fear is high, resistance is low.

Instructions 
Open the variable by double-clicking it. 
Input the equation for that variable into the  section.
Click on .
Input the minimum and maximum values for both the x-axis and the y-axis.
Click on .
Type in the points indicated in the table. If you click “  Graph,” it should match what is shown here.

Variables
Impact of fear on resistance
Equation: Prisoner_fear
Min/Max Values: y-axis min = 0 and max = 1  x-axis min = 0 and max = 1

Indicated fear
Equation: Repression_by_guards
Min/Max Values: y-axis min = 0 and max = 1  x-axis min = 0 and max = 1
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Impact of repression on resistance
Equation: Repression_by_guards
Min/Max Values: y-axis min = 0 and max = 1  x-axis min = 0 and max = 1

Indicated repression
Equation: Guard_distrust
Min/Max Values: y-axis min = 0 and max = 1  x-axis min = 0 and max = 1

Impact of resistance on perception time
Equation: Prisoner_resistance / ( Guard_distrust + 0.001 )
Min/Max Values: y-axis min = 1 and max = 120  x-axis min = 0 and max = 1.1
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Fraction decrease from fear
Equation: Prisoner_fear
Min/Max Values: y-axis min = 0 and max = 1 .5 x-axis min = 0 and max = 1

Fraction decrease from repression
Equation: Repression_by_guards
Min/Max Values: y-axis min = 0 and max = 3  x-axis min = 0 and max = 1
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Model
The model is based on one created by Barry Richmond in 1993 to illustrate the Zimbardo Prison 
Experiment. It was adapted for the simulation by Jen Andersen and Anne LaVigne with permission from 
Kathy Richmond and isee systems (2013). Information about the original model was also gleaned from 
from the chapter, “The Power of the Situation: Modeling Classic Experiments in Social Psychology” by 
James Doyle, Khalid Saeed and Jeanine Skorinko in Tracing Connections.

The free simulation is available on the Creative Learning Exchange website:
http://www.clexchange.org/curriculum/simulations/prison_simulation.asp  

Images
Adolf Hitler, Wikimedia Commons, USHMM, Public Domain.
Animal Farm drawing and photo, Belizian, Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.
Child labor, Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.
Lord of the Flies drawing, Emperor Deathsaur, Wikimedia Commons, Creative Commons Attribution - 
Share Alike 3.0 Unported. http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
Protest, Belizian, Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.
Warsaw uprising, Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.

Icons
STELLA® icons and graphics from STELLA Professional software, provided by iseesystems, Inc.

Note: Although STELLA® software was used to create this lesson, other system dynamics modeling 
programs are also options to consider. A list of many options is available here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_system_dynamics_software 
If using different software, some adjustment to the instructions may be needed, based on the function of 
any particular package.  Other options used by the author are:
• InsightMaker – https://insightmaker.com/
• Sysdea – https://sysdea.com/
• Vensim or Vensim PLE – http://vensim.com/
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